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The size of a book is generally measured by the height against the width of a leaf, or sometimes the height and width of its cover. A series of terms is commonly used by libraries and
publishers for the general sizes of modern books, ranging from folio (the largest), to quarto (smaller) and octavo (still smaller). Historically, these terms referred to the format of the
book, a technical term used by printers and bibliographers to indicate the size of a leaf in terms of the size of the original sheet The book sizes and dimensions listed on this page and
throughout most of our site are rounded measurements. These sizes are only guidelines to approximate sizing, and should not be used in order to design an actual book or
magazine.Â Dimension information for creating an actual project, should be calculated on our Specification Calculator for exact spine, cover, and page measurements. Note: All
specs below are shown width by height. Please note that ImageWrap books do not have cover flaps. The size of the book is referred to as the â€˜trim sizeâ€™. Itâ€™s called this
because thatâ€™s the actual size of the book once it has been trimmed bound at the printer. Itâ€™s important to decide on a suitable trim size earlier on in your book production as
itâ€™s required to determine such things as; the cost to print and ship it and how many pages it might have. This helps determine the thickness of your book and the potential
perceived value to the customer when pricing. Discover the different sizes for books and ebooks youâ€™ll need to know for publishing your masterpiece through Canvaâ€™s handy
sizes guide!Â Book sizes. Discover the different sizes for books and ebooks youâ€™ll need to know for publishing your masterpiece through Canvaâ€™s handy sizes guide! Sizes.
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